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Theprobability distributionsof uncertainquantities needed for predictivemodelling andde-
cision support are frequentlyelicited fromsubjectmatter experts.However, experts areoften
uncertain about quantifying their beliefs using precise probability distributions. Therefore,
it seems natural to describe their uncertain beliefs using sets of probability distributions.
There are various possible structures, or classes, for defining set membership of continuous
randomvariables. TheDensity Ratio Classhas desirable properties, but there is no established
procedure for eliciting this class. Thus, we propose a method for constructing Density Ratio
Classes that builds on conventional quantile or probability elicitation, but allows the expert
to state intervals for these quantities. Parametric shape functions, ideally also suggested by
the expert, are then used to bound the nonparametric set of shapes of densities that belong
to the class and are compatible with the stated intervals. This leads to a natural metric for
the size of the class based on the ratio of the total areas under upper and lower bounding
shape functions. This ratio will be determined by the characteristics of the shape functions,
the scatter of the elicited values, and the explicit expert imprecision, as characterized by
the width of the stated intervals. We provide some examples, both didactic and real, and
concludewith recommendations for the further development and application of theDensity
Ratio Class.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Rational choice theory requires consideration of the probabilities of all possible outcomes of decision alternatives, in
addition tovaluationsof theseoutcomes, inorder toprovidedecisionmakerswith a rankingof alternativesbasedonexpected
utilities [54,49,4,55,13,21,18]. Inmany contexts, the uncertainty of outcomes is not dominated by aleatory uncertainty, due
to randomness of a system, but by epistemic uncertainty, due to lack of precise knowledge of systembehaviour. In such cases,
scientific knowledge is often elicited from experts in the form of their subjective degrees of belief in the outcomes. If we
decide to quantify such subjective degrees of belief with the aid of bets on lotteries between which a person is indifferent,
and if we require these beliefs to be consistent in the sense of avoiding sure loss, then the mathematical construct for
describing and updating such beliefs must be Bayesian probability [16,25,50,30,31]. It is well known that individual and
group behaviour may violate rational choice theory [1,19], and alternative behavioural theories have been suggested [32].
Nevertheless this framework can still be useful for prescribing the transparent use of scientific knowledge in support of
societal decisions [45,15]. This makes elicited probability distributions an essential element of societal decision support and
makes it important to develop techniques to carefully use and improve this instrument.
A significant problem in the application of rational choice theory is that in many cases probability distributions char-
acterizing knowledge and beliefs are themselves uncertain. This may also be the cause of some of the apparent violations
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of rationality mentioned above [19]. The problem of uncertainty in probability distributions is often especially relevant for
priors in Bayesian inference procedures [4]. For this reason,we are interested in the robustness of the results tomodifications
in subjective uncertainties or beliefs. This can be done systematically by employing a set of distributions that contains all
those considered to be feasible. Depending on the degree of ambiguity about a particular distribution, such a set can contain
a large variety of shapes or can simply contain those shapes in the neighborhood of a given distribution. This concept has
been addressed under the topic of “imprecise probability” [56,10] (http://www.sipta.org). It can also be seen as generalizing
“robust Bayesian statistics” [6,48] but it has been applied in other fields as well [27,11,20,38].
As it is not evident how to extend interval probabilities of discrete random variables to continuous random variables, we
focus in this paper on the latter case that is of high practical relevance. A variety of structures or classes have been proposed
to characterize sets of distributions of continuous random variables. In Section 2, we suggest that the Density Ratio Class
is, from a conceptual point of view, the most satisfying approach. However, this class is not currently well-developed with
respect to methods of expert elicitation. Therefore, in Section 3 we propose a practical procedure for eliciting this class. In
Section 4, we illustrate our procedure with didactical examples and with an application to published elicitation results to
demonstrate the feasibility of the suggested approach. Finally, we discuss our findings in Section 5.
2. The Density Ratio Class
2.1. Definition
For continuous uncertain quantities, the Density Ratio Class of probability density functions (PDFs), f (f ≥ 0,∫
f (θ)dθ = 1), is defined as the set
Γ DRl,u = {PDFs f : ∃c : l(θ) ≤ cf (θ) ≤ u(θ) ∀θ} (1)
where l and u are two bounded nonnegative functions (non-normalized densities) such that l(θ) ≤ u(θ) for all θ in the
domain of the random variable and
∫
u(θ)dθ < ∞. We limit the class to proper densities (with ∫ f (θ)dθ = 1) as the
behavioural interpretation of improper densities is questionable. If l(θ) > 0 ∀ θ , this definition is equivalent to:
Γ DRl,u =
{
PDFs f : f (θ)
f (θ ′)
≤ u(θ)
l(θ ′)
∀ θ, θ ′
}
(2)
The focus of the Density Ratio Class is on bounding shapes that then require normalization to become probability density
functions. DeRobertis and Hartigan [17] introduced theDensity Ratio Class under the name of “intervals ofmeasures”; Berger
[5] called the class the Density Ratio Class, as it bounds ratios of densities, as is clear from the second definition above.
AsΓ DRl,u = Γ DRαl,αu for anyα > 0,we can normalize one of the bounds, l or u.With fl = l/
∫
l(θ ′)dθ ′ and fu = u/ ∫ u(θ ′)dθ ′
we can thus write
Γ DRl,u = Γ DRfl,κ fu (3)
where the ratio
κ =
∫
u(θ)dθ∫
l(θ)dθ
≥ 1 (4)
can be interpreted as a measure of the “size” of the class. For continuous densities, κ = 1 is only possible if u = l, and the
class then reduces to the precise density f = fl = fu. The larger κ , the larger is the variety of possible shapes. Using the same
shape for l = f0 and u = κ f0 leads to the special case Γ DRf0,κ that may be thought of as a neighborhood around the target
prior f0 [59].
2.2. Bounds on probabilities
Following from Eq. (1), the lower and upper probabilities, P and P, for a random variable characterized by the Density
Ratio Class, Γ DRl,u , to take a value within a subset A of its domain are given by
P(A) =
∫
A l dθ∫
A l dθ +
∫
Ac u dθ
(5)
and
P(A) =
∫
A u dθ∫
A u dθ +
∫
Ac l dθ
(6)
where Ac is the complement of A.
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As a special case of equations (5) and (6), we can calculate the lower and upper cumulative probabilities P(Θ < θ),
Fl,u(θ) and Fl,u(θ), respectively. Using the Density Ratio Class in the form l = fl , u = κ fu (3), we get
Ffl,κ fu(θ) =
Fl(θ)
Fl(θ) + κ(1 − Fu(θ)) (7)
and
Ffl,κ fu(θ) =
κFu(θ)
κFu(θ) + (1 − Fl(θ)) (8)
where Fl and Fu denote the cumulative distribution functions of the normalized lower and upper densities, fl and fu, re-
spectively. Note that F and F represent pointwise bounds of the cumulative distribution functions but are not in general
cumulative distribution functions of a class member.
2.3. Properties
We do not intend to suggest that theDensity Ratio Class uniquely represents the uncertain beliefs of an expert concerning
the value of a quantity. However, we think that it has some properties that give it advantages over other classes used
for this purpose. In particular, in this section we provide a comparison based on four desirable properties: (1) the ability to
accommodate a variety of shapes and exclude “unreasonable” shapes, (2) invariance under Bayesian updating, (3) tractability
of Bayesian updating and calculation of posterior expectations, and (4) ease of assessment. The other classes considered in
this comparison are the -Contamination Class [26], the Probability Box [61], the Quantile Class [35,41], and the Density
Bounded Class [36] [6, gives an overview of imprecise probability classes]. There may be other properties we do not focus on,
such as invariance under scale transformations or other nonlinear mappings, that are important in certain applications.
2.3.1. Variety of Shapes and Exclusion of “Unreasonable” Shapes
Pericchi and Walley [44] distinguish between a “reasonable class of prior densities” and a “class of reasonable prior
densities.” We believe that a class is reasonable if and only if it contains reasonable shapes. That is, it should contain a
wide variety of shapes to provide sufficient degrees of freedom for representing ambiguity, but should not allow for highly
aberrant shapes that would not be deemed reasonable by the expert.
To fulfil the criterion of containing a sufficient variety of shapes, we focus on non-parametric classes that contain at least
a neighbourhood of “interior” densities of the class. Sets for which the members are parametrized, or Parametric Classes,
seem to be too limited with respect to such neighbourhoods. In the case of the Density Ratio Class the lower and upper
parameterized shapes, l and u, are only used to bound the non-parametric set of shapes.
Another important consideration is that the class allows a variety of tail behaviours, as such behaviors often fall outside
the realm of past experience. By choosing an upper function, u, that has heavier tails than the lower function, l, the Density
Ratio Class can contain densities that exhibit different tail behaviour [44]. The -Contamination Class can also readily admit
a range of different tail behaviours if the set of contaminating distributions is chosen to be large enough (e.g. if this set is
the set of all probability distributions). However, with this choice, the chance of including unreasonable shapes is also large,
especially for large values of  [8,6,56,39,40].
We believe that formost elicited distributions of continuous quantities, pointmasses or extremely high peaks of densities
may often not well represent the experts’ opinions. In contrast to the Probability Box and the Quantile Class [43], the Density
Ratio Class excludes suchprobability distributions. It isworthnoting, however, that theDensity Ratio Class still allowsmultiple
local maxima andminima that may not strictly represent the views of the expert. This situation is a common feature of non-
parametric classes unless additional constraints are imposed. The -Contamination Class offers the opportunity of a specific
choice of deviations from a reference distribution. This makes the choice of reasonable shapes more explicit.
2.3.2. Invariance under Bayesian updating
A class is invariant under updating if the set of posteriors after Bayesian updating of a prior class (this means updating
all members of the prior class) is again represented by a member of the same class [17,59]. This property is required to
make sequential updating possible within the same framework as more data become available. The Density Ratio Class is
invariant under updating as well as marginalization. Wasserman [58] showed that under mild regularity conditions, this is
the only class with these two properties. This makes it possible not only to use this class for sequential updating, but also to
conveniently demonstrate the effect of the learning process on marginals.
2.3.3. Tractability of Bayesian updating
Tractability of updating is the ease of calculating the posterior class and bounds of posterior expectations and other
posterior quantities given the prior class and observed data. The invariance properties of the Density Ratio Class under
Bayesian updating andmarginalisation provide the basis for tractable numerical implementationwith this class. Specifically,
Wasserman and Kadane [60] showed that it is possible to derive numerical approximations to bounds of posterior
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expectations from a random sample of a single member of the Density Ratio Class under the special case with fl = fu = f0,
Γ DRf0,κ . We are currently preparing a paper addressing the general case [47].
Kriegler and Held [33] conclude that Probability Boxes fulfill the tractability criterion to some extent. Methods for calcu-
lating bounds on expectations for this class are given by Basu and DasGupta [3]. The Quantile Class is not sensible in higher
dimensions unless shape constraints are introduced which make the model less tractable for updating [43]. However, it is
relatively easy to calculate bounds of expectations for this class [35]. The -Contamination Class is popular because it is very
tractable [26,7,51]. It is more difficult to find posterior bounds for the Density Bounded Class than for the Quantile Class or
the -Contamination Class [35].
2.3.4. Ease of assessment
A class should be as easy to assess and interpret as possible [6]. Assessment in this context is the process of constructing
the class by formalizing prior knowledge, often by expert elicitation. As experts generally recognize the ambiguity contained
in their own beliefs, ranges of probabilities or quantiles are often as easy to elicit as exact values [5]. The problem is how to
construct classes from such assessments.
As distributions are often elicited by asking the experts for quantiles or cumulative probabilities, the Probability Box and
the Quantile Class are particularly simple to elicit by simply asking for ranges for these quantities that are consistent with
the expert’s beliefs. The elicitation of an -Contamination Class can consist of a conventional elicitation of the reference
distribution f0, followed by the class of contaminations G and the choice of the value of . Often, the contamination class G
will be chosen to consist of all densities. In such a case, the elicitation is not much different from a conventional elicitation
process for precise distributions. Therefore, the -Contamination Class is easy to work with and has a rather intuitively
appealing interpretation [8]. Elicitation and interpretation of the Density Bounded Class and of the Density Ratio Class are
more difficult. The main reason is that the bounds, l and u, do not have a similarly simple interpretation as for the defining
quantities of the other classes. To our knowledge, no elicitation procedures have been published for these two classes.
2.3.5. Summary of properties
TheDensity Ratio Class has clear conceptual advantages over the other classes. In particular, its invariance under updating
andmarginalizationmakes it the only class that can be used to describe a consistent sequential learning process. In addition,
it excludes unreasonable shapes to amuch better degree than the other classes. However, this comes with a requirement for
additional information beyond simply elicited ranges of probabilities or quantiles. This leads to the primary disadvantage of
the Density Ratio Class: the potential difficulty of its assessment. Consequently, the development of a practicable elicitation
technique for the Density Ratio Class is the topic of this paper.
3. Eliciting Density Ratio Classes
It is relatively easy to elicit probability or quantile intervals by simply extending existing elicitation procedures for precise
distributions. However, as demonstrated by the Probability Box and the Quantile Class, defining a class using such intervals
as the only constraint leads to the inclusion of distributions with shapes that are unreasonable in most applications. This is
because very high peaks and even point masses are compatible with such intervals. To uniquely specify a class with more
stringent restrictions, more information must be provided. This cannot be accomplished without making the elicitation
process somewhat more involved or making additional assumptions.
We propose a relatively straightforward method for deriving the Density Ratio Class. For simplicity, we concentrate on
a one-dimensional random variable and benefit as much as possible from established elicitation procedures for precise
probability distributions. Hence, our suggested procedure starts with the elicitation of quantile or cumulative probability
intervals that represent the expert’s ambiguity. To these intervals is added the selectionof a parametric shapeof thebounding
densities, or two shapes differing, for example, in their tail behaviour. We then construct the smallest Density Ratio Class
that is bounded by the specified parametric shapes and yet contains the elicited quantile or cumulative probability intervals.
This ‘outer approximation’ can be seen as a conservative representation of the expert’s opinion, as the quantile intervals
within the Density Ratio Classmay be considerably larger than those specified by the expert. By potentially extending, rather
than contracting, the smallest set of densities consistent with the experts’ assertions, this assumption is consistent with the
understanding that experts tend to be overconfident. If there is a large number of experts, it might be useful to eliminate
the most extreme views by using a specified quantile of the interval endpoints instead of the minimum or maximum. If an
expert is able to dispensewith intervals by asserting precise CDF points, then themethod relies on the scatter of these points
around the optimized parametric shape to define the degree of imprecision of the class. The reader interested in viewing
graphical representations of some examples is encouraged to look ahead to Figs. 1, 3, 4 and 6.
3.1. Elicitation of probability and quantile intervals
Generally, expert elicitation of the distribution of a continuous random variable θ relies on the quantile elicitation
method [57,14,12,29,23,28,42]. According to this method, the analyst provides cumulative probabilities, {pi}ni=1, and the
expert estimates the corresponding quantiles, {θi}ni=1 (i.e., elicitation of the inverse CDF). This procedure, first suggested by
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Winkler [62], minimizes anchoring effects [53,34] that may be inherent in the probability elicitation procedure in which
the analyst provides values of the random variable and the expert estimates the corresponding cumulative probabilities. We
believe it is good practice to start by asking the expert for an overall interval of the random variable for which the expert
is convinced that it is highly unlikely that the value θ could lie outside. It is important to clarify the precise meaning of the
specified overall interval, i.e., the estimated probability of the random variable to be outside the interval [2,37]. The analyst
should be aware that experts tend to be overconfident in assessing such an interval.
After asking for the overall interval of the random variable, we recommend to follow the bisection method (see [22] for
further technical details). That is, ask the expert for the median, the lower quartile, the upper quartile and more quantiles if
necessary. However, based on our experience with elicitation, we have found that experts recognize that they cannot make
probability judgments with absolute precision. Therefore, they often feel more comfortable if they are allowed to express
their assessments as ranges. This also seems to be a natural way of eliciting information to construct imprecise probability
distributions. Hence, in our procedure, the experts are allowed to specify intervals but precise estimates could be used as
well. The interpretation of the intervals is that the entire range of the interval is consistent with the scope of their beliefs.
The result of this step for elicited quantiles is
QI: For probabilities {pi}ni=1 selected by the analyst, lower and upper bounds on the quantile {θ li ≤ θui }ni=1 are estimated by the
expert.
For elicited cumulative probabilities it is:
PI: For values of the random variable, {θi}mi=1 given by the analyst, lower and upper bounds on the cumulative probabilities
{pli ≤ pui }mi=1 are estimated by the expert.
All endpoints of cumulative probability or quantile intervals can be summarized in a set of probability-quantile pairs,
{pi, θi}2(n+m)i=1 . This set typically contains only quantile intervals (n > 0,m = 0) or probability intervals (n = 0,m > 0);
however, it can also contain intevals of both types (n > 0,m > 0) or precise point estimates.
According to our procedure, these intervals are only a partial representation of the expert’s beliefs. The determination of
parametric shapes is discussed next.
3.2. Choice of parametric shapes
A set of cumulative probability or quantile intervals does not adequately constrain the probability distributions that
represent an expert’s knowledge. For this reason, we next work with the expert to identify one or more parametric families
of distributions, the shape of which can approximately represent his or her knowledge. Clearly, the parametric families
of distributions should be compatible with the probability-quantile intervals elicited from the expert in the sense that
they can be fitted to pass approximately through the quantile intervals. However, at this stage, only the allowable shapes, as
represented by the parametric families of normalized densities f , are selected, not particular parameter values. Nevertheless,
it is important to recognise that the choice of such a family of densities implies many assumptions about the distribution
that the expert did not initially assert with the assessed intervals. Therefore, choosing the parametric families to represent
the elicited data should be combined with a rather detailed discussion of what the expert deems to be reasonable and
unreasonable shapes (see Section 2.3.1). It should be kept in mind, however, that these families will only be used to define
the bounding densities, not all members of the set, as we describe below.
There is nogeneral rule for the choice of parametric families.However, theprocedure is similar to selecting (or confirming)
a parametric family for fitting a precise probability density to elicited points of a CDF [42]. Important properties are uni-
versusmulti-modality, skewness and bounds. Particular emphasis should be on tail behaviour, as this is particularly difficult
to capture with a small, discrete set of probability-quantile intervals. Three important cases to distinguish with respect to
the domain of the elicited continuous random variable are [42]:
Unrestricted random variable: For a randomvariableΘ which can take any value, positive or negative, themost frequently
used families are the normal distribution or the Student t distribution. The t-distribution is important in particular because
it allows for heavier tails than the Normal distribution.
Random variable bounded on one side: For a random variable Θ which is bounded on one side, suitably shifted distri-
butions of positive variables such as the exponential, log-normal, gamma, inverse-gamma, chi-squared, Weibull and the
F-distribution are the most appropriate.
Bounded random variable: For a random variableΘ with bounded range, themostwidely used distributions belong to the
beta family. Other distributions used for bounded random variables are the bounded uniform, triangular and trapezoidal
distributions.
If an expert is especially uncertain about the tail behaviour of the distribution, then he or she should choose two families,
f1 and f2, with different tail behaviour. For an unrestricted random variable this means f1(θ)/f2(θ) → ∞ as |θ | → ∞.
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This elicitation step results in two families of parametric distributions representing the extremes of shapes (e.g. of tail
behaviour) compatible with the expert’s beliefs. These two families will represent the normalized lower, fl(θ, ψl), and the
normalized upper, fu(θ, ψu), densities partially characterizing the Density Ratio Class. Here, ψl and ψu are the parameters
characterizing the densities of the parametric families. If their tail behaviour is different, the one with heavier tails must be
used as the upper normalized density, fu.
If the expert is very confident in the set of reasonable shapes, the two families canbe identical. If the expert is not confident
at all in the choice of shapes, then multiple families can be used in various pairs to describe l and u, with parameters ψl
and ψu and κ to be estimated empirically. The pair leading to the smallest class size, as measured by the value of κ , that
accommodates the elicited intervals can then be maintained as the best description of the elicited Density Ratio Class. A
method for estimating the values of ψl , ψu, and κ is discussed next.
3.3. Construction of a Density Ratio Class based on elicited probability-quantile intervals and parametric shapes
From the elicitation steps described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2we get: (i) a discrete set of endpoints of cumulative probability
or quantile intervals, {pi, θi}2(n+m)i=1 , and (ii) two (or more) parametric families of distributions for the normalized lower,
fl(θ, ψl), and the normalized upper, fu(θ, ψu), densities defining the shapes of the unnormalized densities, l and u that
bound the Density Ratio Class.
Based on this information, we construct a Density Ratio Class as follows. We search for the set of parameter values
(κ, ψl, ψu) that satisfies the following three conditions:
(i) fl(θ, ψl) ≤ κ fu(θ, ψu) ∀θ
(ii) Ffl,κ fu(θi, ψl, ψu) ≤ pi for i = 1, ..., 2(n + m)
Ffl,κ fu(θi, ψl, ψu) ≥ pi for i = 1, ..., 2(n + m)
(iii) κ should take the minimal value consistent with (i) and (ii)
(9)
(see equations 7 and 8 for the definitions of the functions, Ffl,κ fu and Ffl,κ fu ). Condition (i) guarantees that the densities
l = fl and u = κ fu correctly define a Density Ratio Class, condition (ii) guarantees consistency of the class with the elicited
cumulative probability or quantile intervals in the sense of being an ‘outer approximation’. Condition (iii) requires the class
to be of minimum size compatible with conditions (i) and (ii) (see equation 4).
To facilitate the search for the parameter values fulfilling conditions (9),we derive a function that calculates theminimum
value of κ fulfilling these conditions for arbitrary given values of the parameters ψl and ψu (see equation 11 below). The
parameters ψl and ψu are then determined by numerically minimizing this function.
We first determine the smallest Density Ratio Class compatible with the two shapes fl(., ψl) and fu(., ψu) as a function
of the first argument. For this purpose, we calculate
λ(ψl, ψu) = sup
θ
fl(θ, ψl)
fu(θ, ψu)
(10)
Note that if this supremumdoes not exist, there does not exist aDensity Ratio Class based on the shapes fl(., ψl) and fu(., ψu).
If (for the parameter values ψl and ψu) the supremum does not exist because fl has heavier tail(s) than fu, then fl and fu
can simply be interchanged. If (in the unrestricted case) one of the distributions has heavier tails for θ → +∞ and the
other for θ → −∞ and this characteristic cannot be changed by choosing other parameter values for ψl and ψu, then the
two distributions cannot be used to define a Density Ratio Class. The elicitation process for adequate shapes has then to be
repeated. If λ(ψl, ψu) exists, the class bound by l = fl(., ψl) and u = λ(ψl, ψu)fu(., ψu) is the smallest Density Ratio Class
compatible with the shapes fl(., ψl) and fu(., ψu). It has now to be enlarged to contain the elicited quantile or cumulative
probability intervals.
To guarantee that all elicited intervals are within the class, we substitute each of the 2(m + n) interval endpoints
{pi, θi}2(m+n)i=1 of the (m + n) elicited probability-quantile intervals into Eqs. (7) and (8) and solve for κ:
κi(ψl, ψu) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Fl(θi, ψl)(1 − pi)
pi(1 − Fu(θi, ψu)) if pi < Ffl,λ(ψl,ψu)fu(θi, ψl, ψu)
λ(ψl, ψu) if
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Ffl,λ(ψl,ψu)fu(θi, ψl, ψu) ≤ pi
pi ≤ Ffl,λ(ψl,ψu)fu(θi, ψl, ψu)
pi(1 − Fl(θi, ψl))
Fu(θi, ψu)(1 − pi) if Ffl,λ(ψl,ψu)fu(θi, ψl, ψu) < pi
(11)
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Fig. 1. Left panel: Hypothetical elicited probability-quantile intervals for a quantity θ (horizontal lines bounded by markers) and lower and upper cumulative
probability bounds of the resulting Density Ratio Class, Ffl,κ fu (θ, ψl, ψu) and Ffl,κ fu (θ, ψl, ψu) (solid lines). Right panel: normalized l = fl (solid line) and
unnormalized u = κ fu (dashed) defining the Density Ratio Class. Hypothetical data: p = {0.05, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 0.95}, θmin = {70, 135, 190, 230, 270},
θmax = {90, 155, 210, 250, 290}, fl ∼ Beta(2.29, 2.07) on [65, 300], fu ∼ Beta(1.24, 1.13) on [55, 310] and κ = 1.54.
The smallestDensityRatioClassbasedon the shapes fl(., ψl)and fu(., ψu) containingall elicitedprobability-quantile intervals
is determined by the maximum of all these factors:
κ(ψl, ψu) = max
i
{κi(ψl, ψu)}2(m+n)i=1 (12)
To determine the class according to (9), the function κ(ψl, ψu) (12) is now minimized over the parameters ψl and ψu.
This then leads to the Density Ratio Classwith bounding functions l = fl and u = κ fu. The derivation procedure of this class
is graphically illustrated in Fig. 1.
If there are multiple candidates for the choice of parametric family for l and/or u, then the pair with the lowest estimated
value of κ seems to be a reasonable choice for representing aDensity Ratio Class that best corresponds to the elicited intervals.
When the expert does not state intervals, but only probability-quantile points, these points can be considered as degenerate
intervals with length zero. The method would remain the same, and the Density Ratio Class would be defined according to
the scatter of points alone.
4. Examples
In this section, we illustrate the practicability of the suggested approach with two examples. In the first example, we
use a synthetic case to investigate the sensitivity of the constructed Density Ratio Class to the difference in shape between
the lower function, l, and the upper function, u, as well as to the width of assessed quantiles. In the second example, we
demonstrate the application of our procedure to actual elicitation data from the literature [9].
4.1. Sensitivity of constructed Density Ratio Class to shapes of l and u and to width and position of elicited quantile intervals
Normal distributions are widely used for describing randomness in natural, social, and technical systems. However, em-
pirical evidence shows that the rapid decrease of the Normal density in the tails may often be unrealistic. In such situations,
empirical description of data can be improved by using distributions with heavier tails. The Student t distribution has heavier
tails than aNormal distribution and approaches theNormal distribution as the degrees of freedom, df , approach infinity.With
three or more degrees of freedom, the Student t distribution has finite variance (of df/(df −2)) and can be shifted and scaled
to a distribution with any mean and standard deviation. For these reasons, we use a Student t distribution in our example to
illustrate robustification of probability assessments using a Density Ratio Classwith different shapes of l and u. When using
two Student t distributions, lmust always be the distributionwithmore degrees of freedom than u, otherwise we cannot find
a finite constant λ with fu ≤ λfl ∀θ as required for construction of the Density Ratio Class (see equation 10).
4.1.1. Sensitivity to shapes of l and u
Even when precise points are elicited for the probability-quantile pairs, the use of two different shapes for l and u will
lead to a Density Ratio Classwith a non-negligible degree of imprecision. To explore this issue, we assessed the sensitivity of
constructed Density Ratio Classes to the choice of degrees of freedom of l and u. First, five quantile points with cumulative
probabilities p1 = 0.05, p2 = 0.25, p3 = 0.5, p4 = 0.75, p5 = 0.95were derived from a Student t distributionwithmean
μS = 0, standard deviation σS = 1 and 6 degrees of freedom. These synthetic data were then treated as “elicited” values to
construct Density Ratio Classes using Student t distributionswith a variety of degrees of freedom for l and u. Means of l and u
were held to zero, while standard deviations and the factor κ were estimated according to themethod described in Section 3.
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Table 1
Sensitivity of κ and maxP to changes in the degrees of freedom of
Student t distributions used for l and u. Estimated standard deviations
of l and u are also given.
dfl dfu sdl sdu κ maxP
6 6 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00
7 5 0.96 1.05 1.03 0.01
8 4 0.91 1.11 1.06 0.03
9 3 0.85 1.30 1.11 0.05
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity of imprecision in the Density Ratio Class constructed from hypothetical elicited probability-quantile pairs to a range of degrees of freedom
dfl ∈ {dfu, ..., 50} and dfu ∈ {3, ..., 6} for the Student t distributions used to define l and u. As described in the text, means of l and u were held to zero while
standard deviations and κ were estimated according to the method described in Section 3. Imprecision is quantified (indirectly) by the factor κ (left panel) and
(directly) by the maximum difference between upper and lower cumulative probability bounds maxP (right panel). Two specific examples at the extremes are
illustrated in Figure 3. Note that κ = 1 for dfl = dfu = 6 as the data points were derived from a Student t distributionwith six degrees of freedom.
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Fig. 3. Examples of Density Ratio Classes constructed from hypothetical elicited probability-quantile pairs (points) using Student t distributionswith identical (top
panels: dfl = 3 = dfu) and vastly different (bottompanels: dfl = 50, dfu = 3) degrees of freedom for l and u. Left panels: Lower and upper cumulative probability
bounds of the resulting Density Ratio Class, Ffl,κ fu (θ, ψl, ψu) and Ffl,κ fu (θ, ψl, ψu) (solid lines). Right panels: normalized l = fl (solid lines) and unnormalized
u = κ fu (dashed lines) defining the Density Ratio Class. Means of l and u were held to zero, while standard deviations and κ were estimated according to the
method described in Section 3. Imprecision is quantified by the maximum difference between upper and lower cumulative probability bounds, maxP.
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The factor κ guarantees a properDensity Ratio Class (u > l on the entire axis of θ ) aswell as coverage of all “elicited” quantiles
within lower and upper cumulative probability bounds for the class. The resulting degree of imprecision can be quantified
(indirectly) by the factor κ and (directly) by the maximum difference between upper and lower cumulative probability
bounds for the class over all values of θ , maxP = supθ (Fl,u(θ)− Fl,u(θ)). Table 1 shows the growth in imprecision as the
difference between dfl and dfu grows.
Fig. 2 summarizes the change in imprecision as a function of a broader range of dfl for four choices of dfu. The measure
maxP is increasing in dfl for fixed dfu, and is decreasing in dfu for fixed dfl . Two specific examples at the extremes are
illustrated in Fig. 3.
4.1.2. Sensitivity to width and position of elicited quantile intervals
When intervals, rather than precise probability-quantile points, are elicited, the constructed Density Ratio Class can
be expected to be sensitive to the position and width of the elicited interval. To explore this, we used the hypothetical
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Fig. 4. Examples demonstrating the sensitivity of constructed Density Ratio Classes to the width q and position θ of hypothetical elicited probability-quantile
pairs (points) and hypothetical elicited quantile intervals (horizontal solid lines, the triangle marks the centre of the elicited quantile interval and corresponds to
the quantile resulting from the Student t distributionwith df = 6). We used Student t distributions for l and uwith degrees of freedom held at 8 and 4, respectively,
while the means, standard deviations, and κ were estimated according to the method of Section 3. maxP is reported as the measure of imprecision of the
resulting Density Ratio Class. Left and right panels can be interpreted as in Figs. 1 and 3.
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Fig. 5. Detailed assessment of the sensitivity of constructed Density Ratio Classes to the width q and position (θ or P) of hypothetical elicited quantile intervals.
As in Fig. 4, we used Student t distributions for l and uwith degrees of freedom held at 8 and 4, respectively. Themeans, standard deviations, and κ were estimated
according to the method of Section 3. The value of κ (left panel) and maxP (right panel) are used to represent the imprecision of the constructed Density Ratio
Class.
elicited data sampled from a Student t distribution with six degrees of freedom for probabilities p1 = 0.025, p2 = 0.25,
p3 = 0.5, p4 = 0.75, p5 = 0.975 and superimposed intervals centered around various values of θ with variouswidthsq.
Density Ratio Classeswere then constructed according to the method described in Section 3. Here, the degrees of freedom of
l and uwere held at 8 and 4, respectively, while the means, standard deviations, and κ were estimated.
Fig. 4 shows that, as expected, the imprecision of the Density Ratio Class, as measured by maxP, increases with the
width of the elicited quantile interval. Additionally, when moving from the center to the tails of the distribution, there is
first an increase and then a decrease of the size of the class. This phenomenon, as well as broader patterns of sensitivity to
the width and position of quantile intervals, are detailed in Fig. 5.
4.2. Example based on elicitation data from the literature
Borsuk et al. [9] used an expert elicitation procedure to construct amodel for the distribution of times-to-death of a clam
species as a function of dissolved oxygen concentration in an estuary. Points on the cumulative distribution function of times-
to-death were elicited for multiple oxygen concentrations from two experts simultaneously, using the fixed-probability
protocol [52]. Because of either minor disagreement between the experts or shared imprecision, the experts stated intervals
rather than points formany of the elicited quantiles. These intervalswere recorded and reported, but not used, in the original
study. Rather, Borsuk et al. used the midpoints of the intervals to fit precise distributions for each oxygen concentration.
They fit a variety of parametric families to the elicited data and found that the Lognormal provided the best fit, but went on
to use the Log-Logistic for computational convenience.
We construct a Density Ratio Class from the data of Borsuk et al. [9] using the technique described in Section 3. Because
the experts did not assert a parametric family for l or u, we first log-transformed the elicited values and then fit every
combination of the Normal, logistic, t3, and t10 distributed families that would lead to a defined Density Ratio Class. (It would
also be possible to empirically estimate the degrees of freedom parameters of the Student t densities characterizing l or u. For
simplicity, we did not pursue this additional step for our example.) It should be noted that the logarithmic transformation
has no consequence for the value κ .
A combination of the Normal density for l and the t3 density for u provided the best fit, as measured by the lowest average
value of κ across the four dissolved oxygen concentrations (Fig. 6). This is a useful class representation that allows for a
variety of tail behaviors. The imprecision contained in the elicited intervals is fairly symmetric on the log-scale, with means
of l and u being similar for most cases. The imprecision is also fairly constant across differing oxygen concentrations, with
similar relative values of the standard deviations l and u and similar values of κ and maxP.
5. Discussion
The comparison of various classes of probability distributions shows conceptual advantages for the Density Ratio Class.
This class allows for a wide variety of shapes (including tail behaviours) without allowing very unreasonable shapes, such as
high peaks and point masses. Additionally, based on some technical assumptions, Wasserman [58] showed that the Density
Ratio Class is the only class that is invariant under Bayesian updating andmarginalization. The former property is crucial for
representing incremental learning within a consistent framework, the latter for visualizing important aspects of the class.
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Fig. 6. Density Ratio Classes constructed from the logarithm of assessed quantile intervals on the number of days corresponding to each specified cumulative
mortality and ambient dissolved oxygen concentration (DO, [mg L−1]) according to the data of Borsuk et al. 2002. In each case a Normal density was used for l
and a Student t densitywith three degrees of freedom was used for u. Left and right panels can be interpreted as in Figs. 1, 3 and 4.
Of course, we do not claim that experts have internal representations of uncertainty that conform precisely with the
Density Ratio Class. However, if an expert is able to specify quantile or cumulative probability intervals for a quantity, select
one or two parametric families that are compatiblewith these intervals and his or her general beliefs about possible values of
the quantity, andwants to allow neighbouring shapes but exclude extreme departures, then aDensity Ratio Class constructed
according to our technique seems to yield a reasonable representation of his or her beliefs. These considerations seem to be
fulfilled for many continuous random variables typically elicited from experts. However, it may be that additional practical
experience will point to other representations.
Our suggested technique for constructing a Density Ratio Class is based on well established elements of conventional
elicitation procedures, including elicitation of quantiles or cumulative probabilities and use of parametric shapes. Thus,
the procedure should not be too unfamiliar to experts or analysts. In fact, experts may be even more comfortable with our
proposed method because they can state their judgments as intervals rather than being required to assert precise values.
Additionally, the parametric shapes that are selected are only employed to bound the Density Ratio Class and not to define
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the nonparametric members. In this way, robustification to deviations from parametric shapes is addressed. If the expert
does want to specify precise quantiles (intervals of zero length), then class boundaries are derived from the scatter and
systematic deviations of the assessed quantiles from the parametric shape. Finally, if the expert specifies precise quantiles
that are compatible with a single parametric shape chosen as the bounding shape, then the constructed Density Ratio Class
simplifies to a precise member of that family. This assures compatibility of results, as well as techniques, with conventional
methods.
The size of the class constructed from our method is determined by three elements: (i) Differences in parametric shapes
selected for bounding the shapes already introduce an element of imprecision to the class. (ii) Scatter of the elicited quantiles
or incompatibility with the parametric shape(s) increase the size of the class. (iii) Finally, explicit imprecision, as specified
by the expert using quantile or cumulative probability intervals, further increases the size of the class. This latter element
can be particularly influential if cumulative probability intervals (rather than quantile intervals) are specified in the tails of
the distribution.
There are also important interactions between the three elements of imprecision described above. Our analysis of the
sensitivity of the Density Ratio Class to the shapes of the bounding densities showed that increasing the ambiguity of tail
behaviour leads to a comparable increase in imprecision in the central part of the distribution as well (see Fig. 3). We
also found that equally wide elicited quantile intervals will have differing effects on overall imprecision depending on the
shapes chosen for bounding the class, as well as the location of the elicited intervals (see Fig. 2 and 4). We make particular
propositions for metrics characterizing the imprecision of Density Ratio Classes in [46].
In the description of our technique, we focused on the one-dimensional case, but the Density Ratio Class can be readily
defined for the multivariate case as well [17]. However, the construction of elicitation techniques that appropriately capture
covariance in an expert’s knowledge about multiple uncertain quantities remains a challenge [24].
When uncertainty is represented by imprecise probabilities, such as the Density Ratio Class, then conventional decision
theory based on expected utility maximization may not provide a unique ranking of decision alternatives. This is because a
Density Ratio Class for anuncertain quantitywill usually translate into an interval for the resultant expected utility. If intervals
on expectations overlap for two or more alternatives, then there is not an established Bayesian decision rule for choosing
between them. Alternate criteria include maximum lower expected utility, maximum upper expected cost, or minimum
upper regret. The need for careful consideration in adopting an appropriate secondary decision rule is one cost to be paid
for the added descriptive capability provided by our proposed approach.
We have created an R package to facilitate elicitation and construction of the Density Ratio Class. This package extends
concepts implemented in the Sheffield Elicitation Framework (http://www.tonyohagan.co.uk) to Density Ratio Classes and is
available under the name of “fitDRC” at http://cran.r-project.org.
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